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Known Issues
Issue

Description

MIL-1519

Clearing Tx channel label does not add a proper message in the audit log

MIL-2351

DDM does not change the address it sends in the ConMon enrol message on address change

MIL-3195

Cannot select more than 242 devices at once on DDM

MIL-3197

Legacy devices might be lost in DC after a rename in domain mode

MIL-3754

Long device name overwrites unicast clocking status in Advanced Clock Settings

MIL-3764

Appliance needs to be run as admin in VMWare Workstation Player

MIL-3797
MIL-3805

A bulk enroll by IP fails if legacy interop is disabled at the point a legacy device in encountered in
the list
DC: No Tooltip for error 'Transmitter setup failed'

MIL-3820

AES67 reboot required for legacy device is broken if pullup on reboot is set

MIL-3874

DDM Configuration (console) menu doesn't update when IP address changes

MIL-3922

Offline device enrollment using IP address sometimes doesn't work

MIL-3926

Demo license upgrade alert can persist

MIL-4247
MIL-4280

Audit log entry missing the second to last configuration change if 2 or more configuration changes
are done at once
SNMP - A reboot is required after an upgrade from 1.0.0.14 to 1.0.2.4 for SNMP to work

MIL-4316

Adding a domain filter in the dashboard hides internal service alert

MIL-4318

Device offline alert disappears when Dante discovery is disabled

MIL-4467

Via - Subs show Tx Access control denied error but no change in audio

MIL-4550

Firefox prompts to store passwords on every location change. Workaround is to choose "never
save" in the prompt
Audit log entry for the codec control message is repeated

MIL-4606
MIL-4609
MIL-4635

Inconsistent login behaviour for user accounts assigned a role of "None". Logins are permitted for
local users but refused for LDAP users
Large latency settings not cleared when leaving a domain without clearing config

MIL-4656

Disassociated legacy device with subscriptions having mismatched clock domain

MIL-4693

Editing email and/or username with rejected values can cause changes without audit logging

MIL-4697

Renaming groups after creation allows groups with the same name

MIL-4700
MIL-4703

LDAP group add screen disappears after clicking add if the group cannot be created (e.g. invalid
name or query is entered)
Audit log entry is not descriptive when clearing user full name and/or email addresses

MIL-4704

Reboot alert not raised after associating an AES67 enabled legacy device

MIL-4705

Existing subscriptions to legacy device multicast flows are sometimes unresolved after a subscribing
managed device is enrolled
No clock grandmaster information is displayed for a domain if the grandmaster is a legacy device

MIL-4718
MIL-4730
MIL-4754

A legacy device can be duplicated if it is enrolled with its link local IP address before it receives a
DHCP address. The workaround is to forget the enrolled duplicate legacy device that is offline
Legacy Ultimo devices enrolled in DDM v1.0.2.6 do not present as enrolled in Dante Controller after
upgrading DDM to v1.0.3.13. Workaround: Restart the DDM server.
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Resolved Issues
Issue

Description

MIL-4744
MIL-4688

Partially mitigated an issue causing data loss in exports from DDM 1.0.2. Shared clocking groups
that suffered data loss have their names replaced with "Recovered Group XXX".
The privileges section is disabled when editing the "admin" user

MIL-4695

Non-LDAP users can change their password via the user menu

MIL-4711

Fixed minor grammatical error in advice for if you have an HA-Only license on a standalone
machine
Fixed an error that caused license expiry audit log events to be rendered incorrectly

MIL-4720
MIL-4721
MIL-4723

Added license server reach-ability test to network diagnostics. Internet reach-ability test also tests
www.baidu.com in addition to www.google.com.
HA-Remote controller panel is greyed out in Dante Controller for an enrolled MY16 device

MIL-4724

Fixed security issue when using LDAP / Email Reset

MIL-4586

Audio can glitch for high channel count devices when DDM comes back online

MIL-4598

Associated legacy BKLYN cannot subscribe to other devices in a domain

MIL-4623

Fixed users cannot edit username after typing "admin" into the User's username box

MIL-4626

Offline associated legacy devices cannot be disassociated when their domain is deleted

MIL-4633

Text change to an alert

MIL-4644
MIL-4650

Fixed an error that caused some elements to be incorrectly positioned when using browser
zooming
During the onboarding process, a DDM will not be discoverable

MIL-4651

Fixed misalignment of text in the progress screen while licensing the DDM

MIL-4659

Added additional Inline help for the Device Info group

MIL-4661

Fixed Inline help could not be closed when logged in with a long username

MIL-4677

Old adverts for renamed devices are not always removed

MIL-4679

Changed help and padlock icons

MIL-4684

Mark legacy devices offline during an enrolment event

MIL-4579

DDM loses device ConMon status messages due to firewall rules dependent on source ports

MIL-4604

Fixed minor graphical and layout inconsistencies in the user interface

MIL-4607

Fixed an error shown when logging in with the wrong username/password for an LDAP user

MIL-4610

Fixed LDAP users appearing to be editable

MIL-4612

Added additional Inline help for LDAP Groups Section

MIL-4618

Fixed Devices appearing editable for users with Operator permissions

VIA-2613

Via cannot see other Via apps in a domain

MIL-3320

Editable Domain Name support

MIL-4468

Dante HY testing: 4.0.8.3 - some subs go UNRESOLVED after latency change on RXD

MIL-4487

UI for Displaying Network Diagnostics

MIL-4527

Device Controller Permissions - reinforce device capabilities are reduced

MIL-4565

DDM: Prompt user to reboot machine after setting hostname in DDM configuration menu

MIL-4568

No Audit log entries present for external service (LDAP) failures

MIL-4571

When editing a click edit field, it still closes and shows the update even on failure

MIL-4437

Mechanism to remove domain locked devices if DDM license has expired e.g. end of free trial

MIL-4554

Implement EULA process for handling onboarding by third parties in the UI

MIL-4256

Spec for Legacy Device Discovery UI (using mDNS)

MIL-4488

Scripts to gather additional DDM networking info

MIL-4517

Forbid enrolment of discovered devices that are locked
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Issue

Description

VIA-2596

Via UI cannot see other Vias as Via devices when enrolled

MIL-4443

Add domain name UTF8 string to info provided to connected devices

MIL-3454

LDAP - User cannot login after loginName value has been changed in AD Server

MIL-3587

DDM audit log details displays [] for DDP device rename command

MIL-3891

DDM UI slow to update status during config upload

MIL-3912
MIL-3930

Improper shutdown or power failure on appliance can cause IP address lease to persist when
moved to new environment
DDM: system information menu might be slow to display

MIL-3938

DDM: Device specific alerts with audit log links should be filtered

MIL-3942

DDM: Text boxes for username and password sometimes cleared when adding new user

MIL-4169

DDM HA - Dashboard widget shows Dante Discovery service when HA is enabled

MIL-4219

DDM Licence can be deactivated without an internet connection

MIL-4243

DDM: Software becomes temporarily unlicensed when the Device Manager is restarted

MIL-4253

Customize columns ignores existing audit log filter

MIL-4306
MIL-4314

Reword (and change defaults for) Embedded Controller Policy section on device page to improve
understanding of this function
No TLS certificate expiry alert and auditlog entry

MIL-4321

Users with domain specific domain admin permissions cannot create a new shared group

MIL-4326

Audit log of shared audio group is confusing

MIL-4327

Email dashboard service description should not refer to sending notifications

MIL-4341
MIL-4374

SNMP - License Expiry shows a wrong date on SNMP Get of danteDomainMgrLicenseExpiry for
TRIAL License
exception on selecting network interface in DDM

MIL-4376

Add "Clear Audit Log" Button

MIL-4414

DDM: ConMon monitoring messages being forwarded between devices after enrolment
(scalability)
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